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 This book is based, in part, on documents which have only recently become available. To my knowledge there is nothing in English giving a coherent account of the period 1945 and 1946.
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'Letter from a Dead Man,' published in Newsweek after his death follows:
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* Significantly, Paul Mus wrote in 1951, at a time when our Col. Pham was a high intelligence officer in Viet Name's war effort in South Viet Nam," ... the trouble (in French thinking) comes ... from initial disregard of the Vietnamese Resistance of 1945 and 1946 ...," p. 68, Sociologie d'une Guerre.
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I was fortunate enough to talk with him in January, 1966.
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* The Awakening of China, by W.A.P. Martin, D.D., LL.D., formerly President of the Chinese Imperial University. N.Y., 1910. p. 131. Dr. Martin spent over fifty years in China, from 1850 on. He adds to the above quotation: "Ambition alone would have been sufficient motive for the conquest, but his hostility was provoked by perfidy -- especially by the murder of envoys sent to announce his accession. 'Without good faith no nation can exist"..."
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*Nguyen Van Thai & Nguyen Van Mung, A Short History of Viet Nam. p. 98. This little volume is described as the "first history of Viet Nam written in English by Vietnamese using Vietnamese sources." It was published in 1958 by the Times of Vietnam, a highly pro-Diem newspaper run by an American couple. It was deliberately selected as the source for this section because neither the author nor the publisher could in any way be considered sympathetic to the Left in Viet Nam, or anywhere else.
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* Kublai, the Great Khan, had his own very costly and arduous version of TVA, his own "Great Society," the Grand Canal, taxation for which galling.** The emphasis is added. This phrase is a key one in judging the political nature of a war. A war of conquest by one nation against another will almost invariably fit that description; e.g. the American Revolution, "...the unwillingness of the inhabitants to join the British had shown here (in North Carolina), as formerly in New Jersey, that the British could not expect to recover any other part of the country than that which they held by actual occupation." John Spencer Bassett, A Short History of the United States. 1923. p. 210. Professor Bassett was a North Carolinian.
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* The text uses the word Annamites, a term we shall avoid because of its very offensive connotation in Viet Nam. The use of "Annamite" was outlawed in 1945.** Demetrius Charles Boulger, China. N.Y. 1893. pp. 129-132. *** Even the most scornful and unsympathetic French observers, such as Francoise Martin, a school teacher in Cochin Chine, and Rene Vanlande, a perceptive journalist, emphasize the "enormous pride" etc. **** Vanlande, Indochine sous la Menace Communiste. Paris. 1930. p. 21. Vanlande was astonished to learn, at what appeared to most as the zenith of eternal colonialism, of Vietnamese talking about how they had driven out the Mongol.***** Talk given in Washington at Friends Meeting House, 26 April, 1967.
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* The author gathered this from his talk with Mr. Zitlow afterward.** These remarks were made in the course of a lengthy political report to top-level people of Viet Minh, those who would actually implement any policy. See "Political Report to Lao Dong Party," (i.e. Communist) February, 1951. Ho Chi Minh on Revolution, edited by Bernard B. Fall. Preager. N.Y. 1967. p. 223. *** It should not be inferred that Tran Hung Dao is venerated, or that his festival is celebrated more in the South. It is nationwide, and beyond. Almost forty years ago, an austere Buddhist monk passed through one of the larger Vietnamese settlements in Thailand. This was Sakhone, not far from the Mekong and the Lao town of Thakkek. The monk, known as Father Chin, found a community largely Catholic, while the people in the surrounding villages practiced Buddhism. A substantial minority in Sakhone worshipped "His Eminence," the Guardian Spirit Tran Hung Dao. Oh, by the way, Father Chin was Ho Chi Minh in disguise. See Le Manh Trinh in "Souvenirs sur Ho Chi Minh," Hanoi. 1962. p. 110. This composite biography of Ho is a semiofficial work made up of sections written by those of his compatriots best acquainted with each period. Henceforth called "Souv."
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* Elaine Shepherd, a dynamic, roving reporter and writer, perhaps the most effective spokeswoman for the Pentagon viewpoint on Viet Nam, conceded this with mild regret. This was on the Barry Farber Show, WOR, NY in April, 1967. Don Luce had this to say: "The most dramatic of problems in cities, perhaps, is very widespread prostitution, which the Vietnamese are very upset about ... children begging (i.e. soliciting) on the streets. Not only children of poor families, but often children of very rich families see this as a very easy and interesting way to get money enough to buy candy or to get a Salem cigarette." p. 158 of testimony. ** Lengthy private talk with the head of the US Committee to Aid the NLF. *** New Yorker, 30 September, 1967. p. 161
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* Luther was born in 1483. The first Auto da Fe roasted six who would not renounce heresy at Sevilla in 1481. John Lynch, Spain under the Hapsburgs, Volume I. NY Oxford Univ. Press. 1964. p. 20 ** Dr. Rafael Altamira, History of Spain. English edition. D. Van Nostrand, NY 1949. p. 289. *** Diego Belloso, a Portuguese subject of Philip II, had a series of amazing adventures from 1580 until he was murdered in 1599. Among other things, he married a royal Cambodian princess, and walked across Viet Nam all the way to Laos on the Mekong, a distance well over two hundred miles through some of the worst jungle and mountain terrain in the world. See Quiroga de San Antonio. ...Ralacion... del Reino de Camboxa. Valladolid. 1604.
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* "A modern English historian, Mr. Trevor Davies, has put forward the view that Calvinism was the Third International of the Sixteenth Century and Philip certainly saw it in that light." Sir Charles Petrie, Philip II. WW Norton. NY 1963. p. 191. It is even more direct to compare the Company of Jesus, in outlook and method, if not in faith and morals, with the inner core of the Soviet Communist Party, while the "Black Friars," the Dominicans, could be fairly compared to the commonplace NKVD interrogators.
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* Professor Pears remarks: "So Angel Gavinet is right when he declares that Mysticism is the 'true centre' of the Spanish conception of Christianity so deeply rooted in Spain that we cannot take a step in life without it as our companion." E.A. Peers, The Mystics of Spain. p. 32. Popular feeling did not require too strenuous a rousing. As Elena de la Souchere puts it: "Jews, traditionally considered by the masses as the accomplices and secret agents of the Muslims..." de la Souchere, An Explanation of Spain. Random House. N.Y. 1965. pp. 85-86. ** In connection with the expulsion and the previous footnote, the widely read Hanbuch der Judenfrage blames the expulsion of the Jews solely on the aid a few area alleged to have given to fast fading Moors of Granada. Theodor Fritsch, Hanbuch der Judenfrage, 31st edition (the first was in 1887). Hammer-Verlag, Leipzig, 1932. p. 75. This version is hardly compatible with the one given in Volume 62 of the semiofficial Enciclopedia Universal Illustrada. Madrid. 1958. On pp. 1237 et seq.: "Torquemada had to use all his influence to convince their Majesties of the necessity of throwing out the Jews." The Handbuch der Judenfrage had a respectable and academically proficient board of consultants. Among them Professor Dr. Heinrich Wolf, Dr. Gercke, Dr. Muller, and Parson Falck. It may also be of interest to the reader to know that during his impressionable youth in Old Vienna, Adolf Hitler greedily absorbed the shallow draughts of Herr Fritsch. *** Dr. Altamira, op. cit.**** The original Inquisition goes back to the Thirteenth Century.
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* The metaphor is valid well into the Twentieth Century.  Among Vietnamese the Emperor was the Agent of Heaven above, and the white suited, starched Mandarins from France, ca. 1930, were looked on as Angels of Death, more awful than the Son of Heaven himself.P. Mus, op. cit. p. 121, 128.  The nearby Meo, in 1919, gave refuge to rebels from Tonkin: "Rumor had it a Prophet fallen from the sky was calling on all the Meo to rise up and form an independent kingdom at Dien Bien Phu."  le Boulanger, le Laos, quoted by J. S. Halpern,  Government, Politics and Social Structure in Laos. 1964. p. 74. **  "The first storm arose from that which originally disturbed the world.  (This was in 1627, in Tonkin, and Father de Rhodes is referring here to Eve).  The wives, finding themselves rejected by the new Christians who had had several, made so loud an uproar that the whole kingdom was disturbed.  The King, who till then had shown us great kindness,..."  Hertz, op. cit. p. 70.*** "I began with all my strength to convert the Chinese, but...it was much easier in the blessed kingdom (Tonkin)  I had just left... The other reason (de Rhodes mentions his need for an interpreter as one obstacle) might well be the pride of the Chinese, who consider themselves the greatest men on earth.  I noticed they came to sermons (only) as long as they had something to argue about..." ibid. p. 76. **** R. P. is reverend pere, Reverend Father, and the title is used in that form to retain the French flavor of our subject.
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* "I thought France the most pious kingdom of the world,...with the greatest monarch en earth(the boy king, Louis XIV, not yet le roi soleil), though the Queen Regent, Anne of Austria, was reached by Msgr. de Maupas, her confessor, and beloved superior of de Rhodes. Hertz, p. 237. ** In the case of Korea, e.g., American Presbyterians reaped a windfall after 1895 with such methods, while their Catholic competitors were still referring to Rome for every detail and insisting on the exclusive use of Latin. The result is that today most Korean Christians are Protestant. *** Statement by Mr ???? the Catholics, and the communists resemble the Catholics so much...! Washington Post 7 April 1968 P. 35. 
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*Father de Rhodes implies that fear of earthly government should not keep us from obeying the Lord. Hertz, p. 146. What made it so repugnant was not that de Rhodes himself disregarded the law but that he taught his flock of Vietnamese converts: "The King; himself questioned them, asking whether they were Christians, and ordering them to be such no more. (Vietnamese) spoke for all, saying they were Christians, and that, by God's Grace would remain so until death. Let him (the King) test that as soon as possible. The King grew angry and wondered aloud if their ability to suffer exceeded his own to inflict torture... Ignatius replied they were indeed weak, but the Grace of Jesus Christ was more powerful than all the Kings of earth." Hertz, p. 178. ** ibid p. 143. ***"As to the soldiers and officials of the administration in power...if they have done wrong to the people, and repented thereafter, the NLF will not hold it against them and punish them severely, or treat them as enemies." Declaration of the First NLF Congress, March, 1962. Hanoi. July 1962.
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*It is ready to work with them against the common enemy ( this refers to solders and officials of the Saigon government who have duly repented)...NLF is for union of all layers of the people, all social classes, all nationalities, all parties,... all religious organizations... It offers the warmest welcome to all organizations and all persons who wish to join the NLF, and be a militant in its ranks." 1962 NLF Declaration .**Obviously family life is already grievously disrupted by the cruder, more blatant American approach. Ironically, the NLF also promises women an end to polygamy, disregarding both the female opposition which de Rhodes stirred by this three centuries ago, and more recent uproar Mme. Nhu provoked when she attempted it for the same reasons in 1958-1963.***Hertz, p. 130, 131.****ibid. p. 139.*****Douglas Pike, Viet Cong. M.I.T. Press. Cambridge, Mass. 1966. p. 155 
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*Sparking Fires in the South, by Che Lan Vien, quoted by Pike , op. cit. p. 437. Significantly enough, Pike sarcastically recommends it for insight into the mind of the NLF 'True Believer' (Pikes's phrase). Equally significant, Che emphasizes the horrible contrast between the Christians professions of 'Diemist officers' and their practice of cannibalism.**Hertz, p. 139.  ***Wilfred Burchett, My visit to the Liberated Zones of South Viet Nam, Hanoi. 1966. pp.17-22. Burchett gives a full account of the bestial torture and killing in Quang Ngai Province, 1956-1959, but instead of talking about popular indignation he tells of a populace so thoroughly terrorized it served Ngo Dinh Can's Inquisition. His whole approach is materialistic, and shallow. The NLF Declaration, however, resounds, "The atrocious nature of the repression! let loose by American Imperialism and its agents can only solidify the people of South Viet NAM in its struggle and strengthen its resolve."****Pike blandly ignoring the 1956-1959 Inquisition, says: "( a revolutionary organization begins ) with persons suffering genuine grievances...Exactly the reverse was the case with NLF...The grievances were developed or manufactured almost as a necessary afterthought." Pike, op. cit., p. 76   *****Mus, op.cit.p. 55. If this has a familiar ring to Americans of today, perhaps they should ponder why. 
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*Hoang Van Chi, From Colonialism to Communism. Praeger.N.Y. 1964. p. 35. As a standard method sources are selected which have either no interest in furthering the conclusion aimed at, or are actually inclined to its opposite. None have less love for Ho Chi Minh or Vietnamese Communism than Hoang Van Chi.**Mus, op. cit. p. 67. The analogy given above is even more valid if the NLF in action is compared to Moses and Joshua, leaders of the first National liberation movement recorded. Discipline was strictly !enforced by the latter during the last battles and partition of lands. Achan, disobediently pillaging after a victorious siege, is put to death along with his entire family and households, such severity...?? 
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*Nguyen Luong Bang, My meeting with Uncle Ho, in Souv. p. 65**Pike, op.cit. p. 152. PRPYL is very much alive today in South Viet Nam.***Philip Guedalla, The Second Empire. G.P. Putnam's Sons. N.Y. 1923. p. 31. 
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*Thich Nhat Hanh, Viet Nam: Lotus in Sea of Fire. Hill & Wang, N.Y. 1967.**Rather too credulously quoting Dao Duy Anh's History of...Vietnamese Civilization, Nhat affirms " missionaries were often forerunners of the imperialist." Referring as it does to 1680, that observation is little short of fantastic. Pally, Vicar Apostolic for Viet Nam, could not get Louis XIV, already rebuffed in Thailand, to show the slightest interest in running either fore or aft of the isolated and almost forgotten envoys of the Rhodes' S.M.E. Nhat, on page 15 (op.cit.) says de Rhodes was expelled from Tonkin for "suspicion of having political links !with the western powers". Inasmuch as the King had refused to see him at all, or let him state his case, de Rhodes' claim that courts eunuchs and others with vested interests in perpetuating polygamy had convinced the superstitious sovereign de Rhodes was a hypnotic sorcerer is more plausible.
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*Nguyen Van Thai, op. cit. p. 264. Le Thanh Khoi, le Viet Nam. les editions de minuit. Paris. 1955. p. 367. Both the -Marxist and Marxist here. **Mr. Buttinger in his History of Viet Nam. Praeger. N.Y.1958. ***Empress Eugenie was irresistible and incessant influence over her often hesitating husband. To compare her with Mme. Nhu might be flattering to neither, or both. Each was beautiful, devout, alert, and far too masterful for their own good. Each pushed enchanted men, step by step, towards abyss of absolute power; then, still avid for more, over the brink of disaster. Mme. Nhu, in urging defiance of the enigmatic Americans, who in their omnipotent inconsistency, had suddenly declared themselves Protectors of the Buddhist Faith in a manner fully comparable to Louis Napoleon's decision to coerce Liberty of religion of Catholics by overthrowing the State. E!ugenie, in prodding Louis Napoleon, first into Mexico, and then toward a war with ironclad Prussia for which his Empire was woefully unprepared.****Harold Kurtz, The Empress Eugenie. Houghton Mifflin. Boston.1964. p. 5. 
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* Biographical dictionaries give as a principal reference for details on Captain Percival the book by Harry Gringo, Tales for the Marines. Phillips, Samson & Co. Boston. 1855. Harry Gringo was the nom de plume of Henry Augustus Wise. Wise was an American naval officer who entered the service before Captain Percival sailed on this adventure. He undoubtedly knew some of Percival's intimate contemporaries. The National Cyclopedia of American Biography, J.T. Whit & Co., N.Y. 1920. Vol. XX has an article on Percival, p. 437. Unfortunately, this contains several inaccuracies including the following: (An obvious paraphrase of Gringo, p. 26) "Although a strict disciplinarian, he was idolized by his crew." The passage in Gringo: "Notwithstanding his very severe and often harsh conduct towards his crew, they fairly worshipped him." That is debatable. The reader should be warned that flogging was still legal in the Navy, and used freely by Percival. ** Wise, op. cit. p. 26.
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* C.O. Paullin, Naval Administration 1842-1861, Proceedings of the U.S. Naval Institute. Vol. XXXIII, no. 4. Paullin discusses the period prior to 1842 in some detail.** Earle, op. cit. p. 112, 113. The requirement for Spanish was not only due to a concentration of interest in the Western Hemisphere. The only U.S. base in European waters throughout the Nineteenth Century was that leased at Port Mahon in the Baleares. A pedagogue might note that even thought there was no Naval Academy then, monolingual midshipmen were not allowed to pass, as one instructor at Annapolis recently asserted they many nowadays.*** Hiram Bingham, A Residence of Twenty One Years in the Sandwich Islands. Hartford. Hezekiah Huntington. 1849. Introduction, p. 18, 20.**** Ibid. pp. 283 et seq.
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* The tabu referred to was against prostitution. In the fall of 1825, "chiefs were induced to forbid traffic in lewdness;" in October, the Daniel, a British whaler came to Mauai. With their Captain's consent, the crew attacked missionary Richards' house. James Jackson Jarvis, History of the Hawaiian or Sandwich Islands. London. Moxon. 1843. p. 240 etc.** See footnote above. A paramount chief had been converted in December, 1825, barely two months before the showdown. Bingham, op. cit. p. 277.
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* She was regent while the King was still underage. ""In the days of her heathenism she had been haughtiest, the most imperious, the most cruel of her sex...no subject...dared face her frown." Manley Hopkins, Hawaii. Longmans Green & Co. London. 1866. p. 213.
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*Percival, with his Anglophobia, could hardly bear the thought that the British had gotten anything denied to Americans. His crew felt much the same. Religious conviction as a motive for the sudden change was not credible to the likes of Percival.
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 " I called out to the natives for help...followed by one (sailor) who pressed me on my retreat, and asked to speak with me. Putting my hand into his club, I said, 'Put down your club if you wish to have me talk with you.'* One of the 'Dolfin' men, who appeared like an Irishman, brandishing his knife near my face, said with malignant emphasis, 'You are the man every day'...Finally, I said (to the Hawaiians), 'Do you not take care of me?' (They) 'We do...Suddenly one of the 'Dolfin' men struck a spiteful blow with a club at my head, warded off partly by the arm of Lydia Namahana, and partly by my umbrella. It was the signal for resistance ...I entreated the natives not to kill the foreigners. ( Mr. Bingham's family was rather upset as) a company of sailors approached my premises, broke my gate and rushed through... one broke in a window...Lt. Percival, who...came upon the spot about an hour after the riot commenced, used his cane on...that evening Governor Boki yielded...Percival put in irons the two men who had assailed me with knife and club...After a visit of three months**,' Dolphin' sailed...Those citizens and subjects of other countries, and leading natives, who had been looking for something not less friendly, vise and honorable in a naval "chief" from the U.S. than...Lord Byron were disappointed."----------------------------------------------------*Lest any reader think of comparing the missionary's refusal to parley while a club was swinging around close to his head with DRVN ( Ho Chi Minh's) refusal to negotiate with the Johnson administration while bombs were falling in Hanoi, he should try to recall that these rough sailors, unlike Mr. Johnson, had failed to reassure their target, Mr. Bingham, that they meant only to chastise not to bradin him.**His vessel remained at Honolulu ten weeks in full enjoyment of the immorality for which he had so successfully intervened. " Jarvis, op.cit. p. 240. Thus, until the May heat, the crew kept assorted favorite prostitutes on board Dolphin. 
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was chairman of the House Committee on Naval Affairs and a gentleman as ready for a duel as for a toast. 
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*Ben. Perley Poore, Perley's Reminiscences...Hubbard Bross. Philadelphia, 1886. Vol. I, p. 224.**Martin, op. cit. p. 155. Dr. Martin, well acquainted with the Anglo-American principals, insists the real cause of the war was not the opium trade, but a pin: "The Chinese tossed back a letter form Lord Napier because it was not headed with the character pin (or ping) meaning 'humble petition'. ...John Quincy Adams...declared its cause was not opium but a pin i.e. an insolent assumtion of the superiority on the part of China ." p.152-153.***Daniel Henderson. Yankee Ships in China Seas. N.Y. 1946. p. 18,140. Ginseng was the first American import; it was considered an aphrodisiac by Chines!e who could afford concubines.****Te-kong Tong, U.S. Diplomacy in China, 1840-1860. Univer. of Washington Press. Seattle, 1964. p. 21,23.
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** Earle, op. cit. p. 94,95. Important Documents concerning the Question of Taiwan. Peking. 1955.pp. 73-75. John Foster Dulles was then U.S. representative on the General Assembly's First (Political and Security) Committee as well as chief architect of the Japanese Peace Treaty.*** F.D.R retained this flowery vision until the end, and, had lived long enough might have made it a reality. In December, 1943, at Teheran, he told a genuine China `expert', General Joseph P. Stilwell:  Well now, we've been friends with China for a g-r-e-a-t many years. I ascribe a large part of this feeling to the missionaries. You know, I have a China history. My grandfather went out… to Canton in 1829, and even up to Hankow. He did what every American's ambition was in those days--- he made a million dollars, and when he came back to put it into western railroads…” The Stillwell Papers. Arranged and edited  by Theo H. White. Wm. Sloane.N.Y. 1948. P 252. F.D.R.'s grandfather, Edward Delano, joined the firm of Russal & Co the same year Percival started round the world. 
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*It is surely a misnomer to refer to merchants and smugglers such as Russell and Co. as `imperialists' before 1842. Prior to that date, their interference with orderly government was through bribery and fraud, methods not favored by the strong.**By 1824, New York and New England shippers had a monopoly on Turkish opium shipping. Even though Chinese preferred the Indian variety, there was a still a market for the inferior cut in time of scarcity. Henderson, p. 137 etc.  The only legal importer was the East India Company, so that all the Turkish opium smuggled in before the Opium War, an amount with a value of millions, was brought in by Americans. See Roberts, op. cit., p. 144.***Kearny never intervened on behalf of the British, but only to protest Americans. Far from working together, when Capitan Elliott, British agent, asked Americans to join the British retreating in protest 66 ??Macao, in May 1839, Russell & Co. remained at Canton, and took over the British market. Henderson, p. 160.**** The year F.D.R.'s grandfather joined Russell & Co. See footnote on page 55
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Let. Whampoa, 21 June, 1845. Percival's contemptuous prejudice against the Vietnamese was in harmony with officially sanctioned statements. Edmund Roberts had written less than a decade earlier: “…for the present Emperor of Cochin-China is an ignorant, bloodthirsty savage…, … his crazy, disjointed, and puny government would probably crumble into atoms, the moment a large force should quit the kingdom.” Roberts, pp. 282-3. In the Introduction Roberts observes: “If, in the attainment of these benefits some sacrifice of personal feeling was at times made for the advantage of American commerce the dignity of my country was never lost sight of, nor her honour jeoparded by humiliating and degrading concessions to eastern etiquette. The insulting formalities required as preliminaries to the treaty by the ministers from the capital of Cochin-China, left me no alternative, save that of terminating a protracted correspondence, marked… by duplicity and prevarication in the emperor's servants. “p.6.
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* It was the Opium War and the British who whetted French interest in expansion. The cautious Guizot gave up his plan for a base north of Borneo when Spain objected that the Island of Basilan was too close to the Philippines; it was the same British expansion earlier (Burma and Singapore) which had induced the Vietnamese to keep the French out for fear of bringing in their traditional enemies, the English. Of . the footnote of page 39. Also Thomazi, p.25, and Ennis, French Policy and Developments in Indochina. U. of Chicago de France. P. 122. ** Isauropolis was well inside the infidel Ottoman Empire, so that Msgr. Lefevre's diocese was merely nominal.*** The Emperor was Thieu Tri, ruler of Viet Nam since 1841.   
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*Percival's notions of relations between the U.S. and France are thoroughly muddled by this own predilections. His anti-British and pro-French feelings bulge. Ignoring the quasi-war of 1798 which sundered any bonds left by Lafayette, he thinks perhaps of his ancestors' nationality, rather than their religion. Jean Percival, the Massachusetts Hugenot, arrived the same year the Edict of Nantes was revoked. “Mad Jack” was taking the bilges of H.M.S. Victory when French and American frigates sought battle. The alliance of the U.S. and France, going back to 1778, was considered invalid by the former long before 1845. Cf. W.E. Curtis, The United States and Foreign Powers. 1891. Section on France.
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*It seems everyone on the ship accepted without question the version of the Msgr. Lefevre. The reliability of missionaries' forecasts of Vietnamese reactions during this period was comparable to the accuracy of Mr. McNamara's prognostications on the same subject. At the time of the actual invasion over a decade later, its commander, Admiral Rigault de Genouilly observed: “The government has been deceived on this campaign in Cochin-China; it has been represented as a small thing, it is hardly that… it has been told that the natives' opinion was one thing, while in fact it is quite another. It has been told the mandarins' power is feeble and worn out, while this power is strong and vigorous; that there was no army, while the regular army is numerous and the militia includes all able-bodied men. The supposedly healthy climate is actually just the opposite.” Thomazi, p 32.**L. for Friday, 16 may 1845. The previous passage was from J. for 14 May, 1845 written up by Midshipman M. Patterson Jones. ***Admiral Stockton observes: “…capture of vessels… to be help as pledges are practically hostile operations difficult to reconcile with the existence of peace or as simple reprisals… the more forcible reprisals cannot be used without war except against a weak nationality. Int. Law, p. 288. 
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 *Two of the five originally brought on board on Wednesday had been released.**An opinion closer to that of Andy Jackson and a large body of the public which idolized him was expressed in 1843 by Jarvis: “…Information has reached (it was 1843) this country, verifying some of the conjectures advanced in regard to the movements of France in the Pacific. It affords additional weight to the argument for the prompt and efficient interference of England and the U.S. to arrest their “conquests”. The Society Island (Tahiti) have been obligated to succumb to the arts and power of Admiral de Petit Thouars.  If this system of mingled priestly and political aggrandization which, in defiance of the moral sense of the age, the rights of nations and the dictates of the moral sense of the age, the rights of nations and the dictates of justice and humanity, is not speedily arrested, the flag of France will wave over all the groups of the Pacific, and what is now neutral ground, both in religion and commerce to the world, become the nursery of a bigoted creed and exclusive mercantile regulations. When the artillery of France and the spiritual decrees of the Pope shall have rendered their shores impregnable to the Protestant influence or enterprise, the nations now so intimately interested will awake too late to repair the effects of their indifference to the desire and claims of those whom they have been instrumental in redeeming from paganism, and awakening to a sense of their political rights and importance.” Postscript to James Jackson Jarvais, History of the Hawaiian or Sandwich Islands. London. Edw. Moxon, 1843. The cry against “exclusive mercantile regulations” colors all American critiques of French Indonchina for a century and more thereafter. Cf. Ennis, op. cit. pp. 3-6, and R. McClintock, The Meaning of Limited War. Houghton Mifflin Boston, 1967. Pp. 141-142
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*The part of the ultimatum about “Presents from the President which I will not deliver” is the almost ludicrous first running of the carrot and stick as applied to the Vietnamese donkey. This was replayed at Johns Hopkins in April, 1965, (text missing) by Mr. Johnson. He did not acknowledge the original author, undoubtedly, only because he was unaware of `Mad Jacks's priority as he was of his existence.**Let ter to French Admiral. Macao. 6 June, 1845. ***J. 18 May.
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*J. 20 May, 1845.**L. 20 May, 1845.***L. 26 May, 1845.****Lt. John White reports: “Manillans confound Siam and Cochin-China, and suppose them to be one kingdom.” White, op. cit. p. 155.*****Jean-Henri Roy: “If you cite actual instances of atrocities, some veterans say, `A du-kich is not a man, but a kind of monkey'.” L'affaire Henri martin, p. 128 L'ffaire… was edited by Sartre, publ. 1953 by Callimard. 
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*Butterworth had not bothered to find out that The Tri was now sovereign.
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*David George Edward Hall. History of Southeast Asia. U. of London. 1964. P. 609.**Joseph Buttinger, The Smaller Dragon. Praeger. N.Y. 1958. P. 332, pp. 391-392. Pooh-poohing the assertion of a French writer that is was an American ship which committed the first `act of armed intervention', Buttinger remarks, “ To classify the temporary retention of some mandarins as an `act of armed intervention' is rather an overstatement.” Apparently Mr. Buttinger was able to conscientiously fill a closely printed page with authoritative looking footnotes (p. 391) about this incident, but never took the trouble to check the records available by going to the National Archives in Washington while waiting for the next meeting of American Friends of Viet Nam, read, American Friends of Diem. 
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*Dickens traveling that year as far south as Richmond, and as far west as Cincinatti, found “Universal Distrust” a “great blemish on the popular mind of America”. This, combining with a “licentious Press”, with its “evil eye” in every house, its “black hand in every appointment”, “the standard literature of an enormous class, who must find their reading in a newspaper or not at all.”, created a public even quicker to draw conclusions than its heroes were to draw the sword. Dickens, American Notes, pp. 213-220.**William Ellery Channing , D.D., of whom Coleridge said: “He has the love of wisdom and the wisdom of love”, died that year. He had written to Henry Clay on Toxes: “By this act, slavery will be spread…I repeat it, this is but the first step of aggression. I trust, indeed, that Providence will beat back and humble our cupidity and ambition.”***Justin H. Smith, The War with Mexico. 1919 (1963 reprint). Vol. I,p. 69.****O.P. Chitwood, John Tyler. 1964 reprint by Russell & Russell. N.Y. p. 337  
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Kipling, the Light that Failed. End of Chapter III.
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*Poore, op. cit. p. 294**ibid.*** The reference by the ex-President is to the duel in which Rep. Graves of Kentucky used a riffle to shoot Rep. Cilley of Maine. Mr. Wise was generally blamed for instigating the affair. It left Mrs. Chilley with three small children to feed before the days of social security and aid to dependent children. Ibid. pp. 207-208. 
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*Letter from A. Lincoln to Usher P. Linder, Washington, 20 Feb. 1848. The collected ? of Abraham Lincoln. Edited by Roy D. ? … Rutgoro University Press. Now Brunswick , New Jersey, 1953. Vol .p. 453**William Graham Summer, Andrew Jackson. Houghton Mifflin. Boston. 1882. P. 75.
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Sumner, op. cit. p. 63-64.*ibid. p. 61**ibid. p. 76***ibid. p. 79. Jaskson needed almost 99 popular support since the President, Mr. Monroe, and the entire cabinet, John Quincy Adams excepted, were against his unauthorized invasion of Flordia, in which he had deposed the Spanish governor, etc…****ibid. p. 79 and p. 86.
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In order to follow Lincoln's statements and irreducible background including those of his adversery, the President, is given. James Knox Polk miscalculated. As early as 1843, the Mexican
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*Polk's Journal for 16 Sept. 1845.**ibid***Owen, op. cit. p. 256.****Polk's Journal. 17 Sept. 1845
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*Polk's War Message. 11 May, 1846. The message had been prepared by Polk with major assistance from George Baneroft, `Mad Jack's' superior; the President worked it up all day Sunday, 10 May, taking time out only to attend church. **ibid.***Geroge Lunt, The Origin of the Lato Bar. N.Y. Appleton. 1856. P. 151****ibid.
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****Stephen F. Austin, one of the founders of Texas, in late 1835: “Freedom of conscience and rational liberty will take root in that distant and by nature much favored land where for ages past the upas ((Poisonous)) banner of the Inquisition, of intolerance and of despotim, has paralyzed and sickened or deadened every effort in favor of civil and religious liberty.” Owen, op. cit. p. 104. The appeal was made in Louisville, perhaps in the hope that it might emulate the city of Cincinnati which sent two cannon to the Texas.   
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Lincoln reached Washington on 3 December, 1847. He was taking his seat in the Thirtieth Congress as the only Whig from Illinois, while Winfield Scott sat the capitol of Mexico not quite through “conquering a peace”.  Less than three weeks later, he fired off the `spot' Resolutions in a speech which is worth pondering : “Whereas the President of the United States, in his message of 11 May, 1846, has declared that “The Mexican Government not only refused to receive him' (the U.S. envoy) `or listen to his propositions, but, after…, have at least invaded our territory, and shed the blood of our fellow citizens on our own soil'.   
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*Most of the opposition frittered away once the shooting started. As Ben. Perley Poore put it: “To the more intelligent portion of the Northern Whigs the contest was repulsive, and the manner in which it was used for the advancement of Democratic politicians was revolting. But few forgot their allegiance to this country in the face of the enemy… “Poore, p.33/**Lowallia Workd. Op. cit., p. 61, 63-64
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*The revolution was accomplished by 1823, although not recognized by Spain until 1831.**Lincoln the frontier farmer speaking to an audience make up of many like himself would have sympathized for more than the urbanized helot of today the treasure of growing crops to the Vietnamese peasant, and the corresponding grief at their destruction. Lincoln never heard of a refugee camp, at most ? would have considered it an invention of the Devil.  
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First: Whether the spot of soil on which the blood of our citizens was shed as in his messages declared, was, or was not, within the territories of Spain, at least from the treaty of 1819 until the Mexican revolution.*Second: Weather that spot is, or is not within the territory which was wrested from Spain, by the Mexican revolution.Third: Whether that spot is, or is not, a settlement of people, which settlement existed ever since long before the Texas revolution, until its inhabitants fled from the approach of the U.S. Army.Fifth: Whether the People of that settlement, or a majority of the , or any of them, had ever, previous to the bloodshed, mentioned in the messages, submitted themselves to the government or laws of Texas, 
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Eighth: Whether the military force of the United States, including those citizens. Was. Or was not, more than once, intimated to the War Department that, in his opinion, no such movement was necessary to the defense or protection of Texas.*
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*Remarks of Lincoln. Op. cit. pp. 420-422**? Sandburg, Abraham Lincoln. The Prairie Years. Vol. I. Marcourt Erace, .y. 1926. P. 372. ***ibid.
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*The implicit  defense of the aggression from the North theory of the administration is that either the Gulf or Tonkin, or the air base at Pleiku were in August, 1964 and February, 1965, somehow `our soil', a place where we had every night to be without incurring any attack. The absurdity of this claim became evident to a student of history envichging the result of a British insistence on immunity in the event the Royal Navy had established a base on Confederate soil, or sent cruisers close to New York after escorting a Southern raid on Nantucket. The nueces is roughly parallel to and a hundred miles north of Rio Grande.
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“Now this issue is made up of two affirmatives and no negative. The main deception of it is, that it assumes as true, that one river of the other is necessarily the boundary; and cheats the superficial thinker entirely out of the idea, that possibly the boundary is somewhere between the two, AND not actually at either… I now proceed to examine the President's evidence… His first item is, that the Rio Grande was the Western boundary of Louisiana as we purchased it from France in 1803; and seeming to expect this to be disputed, he argues over the amount of nearly a page, to prove it true; at the end of which lets us know, that by the treaty of 1819, we sold to Spain the whole county from the Rio Grande eastward to the Sabine. Now, admitting for the present, that the Rio Grande, was the boundary of Louisiana, what, under heaven, had that to do with the present boundary between us and Mexico? How, Mr. Chaseman, the lind, that once divided your land from mine, can still be the boundary between us, after I have sold my land to you, to me beyond all comprehension… The outrage upon Common right, of seizing as our own what we have once sold, merely because it was our before we sold it, is only equaled by the outrage on common sense of any attempt to justify it…* … His next piece of evidence is that `The Republic of Texas always claimed that river as her western boundary'.. Now all of this is but the campaign slogan of 1844 was `reoccupation of Oregon and reannexation of Texas, as it was folk, who shines here as am illogician, did not get a majority of the votes cast, and was only 33,000 or so ahead of Henry Clay. 
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Naked claim… If I should claim your land, by word of mouth, that certainly would not make it mine; and if I were to claim it be a deed which I had made myself, and with which, you had had nothing to do, the claim would be quite the same in substance or rather nothingness… I am now through the whole of the President's evidence; and it is a singular fact, that  if anyone should declare the President sent the army into the midst of a settlement of Mexican people, who had never submitted, by consent or by force, to the authority of Texas or the United States and that there and thereby, the first blood of the war was shed, there is not one word in all the President has said, which would either admit or deny the declaration. This strange emission, it does seem to me, could severely have occurred but by design, and therein lies the chief deception…* If, as is probably true, Texas was exercising jurisdiction along the western bank of the Rio Grande, then neither river was the boundary;  but the uninhibited country  in between the two was. The extent of our territory in that region depended, not on any treat-fixed boundary (for no treaty had attempted it) but one revolution. Any people anywhere, being inclined and having the power, have the right to rise up, and shake off the *This is too reminiscent of the vital omission in the incumbent's description of the current fighting in the Viet Nam began, and where, and why. The shameful skeleton is the American relation to an attempt at colonial reconquest ? which four people defended in France today, fewer in fact than that very small minority there which sees anything in America policy other than a cracked ? record. If the reader has had the endurance to get through tho incomplete presentation of point by point refutation of Presidential war messages over a century old, the only consolation that awaiting him is point by point dissection of the messages of the current successor. Polk much later on in this study. 
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by obtaining the actual,
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*Last the reader imagine Abe Lincoln was the Ma  Tse Tung of the Nineteenth Century, we have the assurance of Dean Rusk that “it has nothing in common with the great American revolutionary tradition. It being the ? of coarse Prince Nettemich, who has about a month of power left when Lincoln spoke, might not have been any distinction between the uncouth Illinois lawyer and disheveled prophet of the spectre that was haunting Europe. **In a real sense, the Civil War was a revolution overthrowing the dominance of the Southrones by a coalition of Westerners and New Englanders it really ? a minority.  
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“of a peaceful Mexican settlement, purposely to bring  on war,… he plunged into it, and has swept on and on , till disappointed in his calculation of the case with which Mexico might be subdued*, he now finds himself he knows not where. How like the half insane mumbling of a fever-dream, is the whole war part of his late message! … At one time, urging the national honor, the security of the future, the prevention of foreign interference, and even the good of Mexico herself, as among the objects of the war;… As I have said before, he know not where he is. He is bewildered, confounded, and miserably perplexed man. God grant he may be able to show, there is not something about his conscience, more painful than all his mental perplexity!**In another speech in the House about six months later Lincoln made some important distinctions: “But the distinction between the cause of the President in beginning the war, and the cause of the country after if was begun, is a distinction which you (the Democrats) cannot perceive. To you, the President and the country seems to be alone. You are interested to see no distinction between them; and I venture to suggest that possibly your interest blinds you….”***End of Chapter III*Mexico, in 1846, had no ally, and not even a friend for that matter. Viet Nam in this decade has two powerful allies, and many cordial supporters unable to send men or weapons. Mexico,  in 1846 had no unifying leader or party to rally the ? to a prolonged guerrilla war. Viet Nam today has the most experienced and the most refined guerrilla cadre anywhere: just because they are on their own soil. It seems possible American policy makers have just begun to realize how Viet Nam differs from a banana republic. **Lincoln's Works. op. cit. pp. 432-442.***Ibid. Speech of 25 July, 1848. P. 515
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Compelling  the heretofore unapproachable Japanese to open their gates to the New Age under the banner of free trade, with California gold as the carrot and with visible
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**Used by unenlightened Vietnamese against the `Montagnards', who have just barely begun to learn to cheat. Not only do these most serious men of brave arse conserve primeval dignity, substance of no market value, better than either their Vietnamese nemesis or European visitor, they often excel in useful knowledge. French soldiers owed their lives to Hre and shade herbals. Rene Riessen, Jungle Mission. Crowell. N.Y. 1957. P. 79 (Hre) Andre andAgnes Pagnon, Tu as de la chance (You're a Lucky One). Gallimard. Paris. 1954. Pp. 187, 215 ***Alan Houghton Brodrick, Little China. Oxford. 1942. P. 11.
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ladrones yanqui nos quiaron… etc California… ect.” This exhalation against robbery by “Yankee” thieves was reported by the auditor on her return to their metropolis. That purpose, and the mainstay in `selling' a costly and bloody war of conquest to the unenthusiastic deputies of France (1885-1898), was to serve as wedge for opening the way to China's measureless, but otherwise inaccessible, interior wealth. Later (1900-1930) to demonstrate by modernization the superiority of European methods, once again in the hope and expectation of extending the same deeply to China. 
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**Doumer, op. cit .p. 40.  ***Walt W. Rostow, as a principle advisor to two Presidents, can hardly be omitted from any serious work on Viet Nam, regardless of moral and mental defects. ****Denis Warner, an Australian journalist, had learned before the Dulles administration announced the domino theory to the American people that “even the generic term Southeast Asia was misleading. It implies a unity that simply does not exist, and has never existed.” D.A. Warner, Reporting South-east Asia . Angus & Robertson, ltd. Sydney, 1966. P. 1 *****Rama III intervened to preserve Buddhism, no the Cambodians. The latter rose only when Vietnamese cupidity ordained a general census and registration of lands for taxation and corvee. That was in 1841, and it was 1847 before peace came within Cambodia.
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Agreement of 6 March 1946 between the government of the French Republic  and the Government of Viet Nam, if found in Devillers, op. cit., p. 226. It bears the signatures SAINTENY, SALAN, VO NGUYEN GIAP. Neither Mr. Hunt, the Texas oil millionaire, nor Roger Hilsman, the guilt huckstering product of excessive Methodism, are aware of this document. 
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voices harden at some hidden memory of earlier injury, and the smile of welcome vanished in a scowl, habitually followed by a tirade.” Crozier, The Morning After. Oxford. 1963. P. 27  **See pp. 87-88 for the context. ***Created equal here meaning there is no birthright to a monopoly of political power. Perplexity may arise here as regards the negro. Although favoring eventual emancipation, and trying vainly to include remarks on the “execrable slave trade” in the original draft of the Declaration Jefferson continued to believe negroes inherently inferior mentally. When past sixty five and (see reverse side of the text (***)
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Conclusion of footnote***About to retire from the presidency, he modified his views. The following letter to one of Napoleon's bishops pertains:  
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Beginning. Random House. N.Y. 1958. Pp. 168 & 163. The only explanation is senility. If one wishes to traverse the bush in Viet Nam it is impossible to avoid leeches. Those of Mr. Johnson's inner sanctum stick to the body politic here and suck up self-importance as they drain it of virtue and intelligence. One, calling himself a historian, compared the Suppression of Viet Nam to the Civil War and Lincoln's troubles with that of current opposition. The last person to suggest such a comparison, between a war to suppress a people just emerging from colonial rule, and a rebellion in our midst, was President McKinley, who had the merit, at least of seeming to really believe it.  
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*Milton translates Jovi as `God' , a turn open to dispute; a discussion of Milton in ca. 1750 with up to date references might now appear more clearly felonious than before. Consider then how such a discourse today with such references might not be regarded as jocular. How changed America today from 1944, when with a World war still not done with, Gen. Deane was highly amused to hear from Soviet general of secret police that an American engineer at Baku had been overheard to esteem, or rather disesteem F.D.R. as an `S.O.B. who should be taken out and shot'. Maj. Gen. John R. Deane, The Strange Alliance. P. 59**Anointed by Elisha command and told to kill Ahab, King of Israel, and take his place. 
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Johnson esteemed and applauded Milton, in a moderate and balanced expression to be sure is plain from these quotations:  (this was seven years before the pension)”… but I shall not my employment useless or ignorable, if my assistance forging nations and distant ages, 
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Hearings, preparations Investigating  Subcommittee of the Armed Service Committee, U.S. Senate. Air War against North Viet Nam.  Of course, the latter part of Franklin's letter fits perfectly people on the fringes of power, such as radio news and interview people, editors, etc. G.O. Trevelyan, The American Revolution. edit. by Rich. B. Morris. p. 11
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Leading Americans added up, when taken together, to exactly zero as far as elucidating the complexities in Viet Nam. Colonel Wm. R. Corson, far and away the best observer 








